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It’s the Memory, Stupid! 

“...across the industry, today’s chips are largely able to 
execute code faster than we can feed them with instructions 
and data. ...The real design action is in the memory 
subsystems – caches, buses, bandwidth and latency.” (1) 

-- Richard Sites, 1996 
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The Original Wall 

John Backus, 1977 -- “von Neumann bottleneck” 

Refers to the “Tube” between the CPU and the store. 

“...programming is basically planning and detailing the 
enormous traffic of words through the von Neumann 
bottleneck, and much of that traffic concerns not significant 
data itself, but where to find it.”  (2) 

Ameliorated by the adoption of caches and branch prediction. 
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The Modern Wall 

Wulf and McKee, 1994 (3) 

DRAM performance increases at 7% per year 

Microprocessor performance increases at 80% per year 

Soon, µP performance will be dictated solely by the DRAM 
performance, based on compulsory cache misses. 

Depending on assumptions, the knee in the curve happens 
around 1999-2005. 
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Hornet’s nest 

Many followup papers 

Differing assumptions (rate of DRAM growth, rate of µP 
growth, process nodes, miss ratios, cache hierarchies, IPC, 
latency, bandwidth, etc.) 

Pretty much same conclusions, different timeframes. 

Not to mention the name-calling. 
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So Where’s the Wall? 

We’ve hit it: 

•  Transactional processing can see 65-75% idle times (3) 

•  Scientific computing can see 95% idle times! (3) 

•  Cache size often beats core speed  
•  Bus size often beats cache size (8) 

•  file compression 
•  video transcoding 
•  games 
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Cracks in the Wall 

Multimedia applications appear to continue to scale well.  Why? 

•  High compute:data ratio 

•  Naturally more efficient memory access (streams, locality) 

•  Latency hiding (prefetch) works well 

•  Chunking architectures (enforce high spatial locality) 

Still a wall, just further out than originally expected (good!) 
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The GPU wall 

GPUs hit the memory wall a very long time ago.  (Long before 
they were called “GPU”s, and were early “DSP”s). 

Nature of the problem is such that the working set is nearly the 
size of the physical memory. There is very little reuse; most 
data is touched only once.  

With no reuse, large caches do not help, so if the machine can 
run significantly faster than the memory system, it’s nearly 
guaranteed to be idle.  
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Bricks in the Wall 

•  Latency 

•  Bandwidth 

•  Efficiency 

•  Density 
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Pause for some definitions: 

Peak Bandwidth = wires * bits * Sample Rate 

Effective Bandwidth = Peak Bandwidth * Efficiency 

1 - Efficiency = % of time where bus does not have valid data because 
of a DRAM wait state 

Latency = row access + column access + bus transmission time 

e.g. Page thrashing causes a decrease in Effective Bandwidth, not an 
increase in Latency. 

See Burger(7) for a good nomenclature. 
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The Bandwidth Brick 

This is the classic Wall. 

Peak BW = Wires * Sample Rate. 

CPUs are hitting this now, for some apps more than others. 

GPUs (and DSPs) have been up against it since their inception. 
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Bandwidth vs. Year 

      2x / 3 years 
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The Efficiency Brick 

Effective BW = Efficiency * Peak Bandwidth. 

Different than raw speed, both CPU and GPU grapple with 
efficiency. 

Larger and more complex memory controllers, to match 
increasingly complex timing requirements from DRAMs. 

The number and dissimilarity of request sources also continues 
to rise, making it even more difficult to arbitrate efficiently. 
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The Latency Brick 

The CPU hits this in spades.  Attempts to hide latency typically 
result in greater overfetch (e.g. speculative prefetch), so more 
bandwidth is needed.   

But a DRAM system with higher bandwidth has a higher 
latency, and round and round we go, getting bigger and more 
power-hungry on each cycle. 

The GPU (and some CPUs) work around it by having enough 
live threads to hide fetch latency.  Cost is high in architectural 
register space and the difficult programming model. 
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Latency vs. Year 

               Bottoming out at 10ns 
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The Density Brick (Not!) 

• Density has been scaling very nicely on Moore’s law, and 
shows no major signs of abatement.  

• This is the one trend in memory that we can count on – how 
do we take advantage of it? 

1
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Density vs. Year 

      2x / 1.5 years 
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How do we scale the Wall? 

•  Core Architecture 

•  Memory Controller Architecture 

•  DRAM Architecture 

•  Programming 

•  Raw Speed 

•  Packaging 
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Core Architecture Scaling 

• Decrease Cache miss rate 
•  Larger / more caches 
•  Higher associativity 

•  More threads can hide more latency; trade that for increased 
effective bandwidth 

•  Less overfetch 
•  More request reordering 
•  Fixed-function devices with memory access are equivalent to ‘threads’ 

•  Hardware compression of common data structures 
  Hard for general-purpose machines, great for special-purpose machines 
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Memory Controller Architecture 

The Wall says: if the bus is idle, you’re losing performance!  

•  Request Reordering  
•  Page Policy 
•  Refresh 

•  Read / Write Switching 
•  More Channels 

•  Prefetch 
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DRAM Architecture Scaling 

High speeds have resulted in odd tradeoffs (tFAW, bank 
grouping) which have a significantly negative effect on 
efficiency; negating much of the speed gain. 

•  smaller pages and more banks. 
•  Statistically closer to random access. 
•  Lower power, less overfetch. 
•  Large page sizes can be simulated where warranted. 
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Programming Scaling 

Software is part of this too. 

•  Cache-aware compilers (and methods and libraries) 

•  Data structure compression 

•  Multithreaded (to Megathreaded) 

•  Explicit prefetch (copy) threads 

•  Trade space for bandwidth (how inelegant!) 

•  Tools for visualizing DRAM stride and efficiency 
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Raw Speed Scaling 

New and better PHYs: 

•  Per bit-lane adjustments (skew, threshold, emphasis, 
impedance, etc.) 

•  Chews up power and area like mad if not careful.  I/O 
transistors do not scale with Moore’s Law. 

 - The new AMD GDDR5 phy is over 2x the per-pin area and power of 
previous GDDR4 phys. 

•  And more arguments about single-ended vs. differential. 
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Package Scaling 

More wires! 

•  Denser BGA and PCB 

•  Multi-chip 
•  Module w/ PCB substrate  

•  Horizontal Si stack 
•  Vertical Si stack 

•  Very expensive to develop, and possibly a significant change in business model – 
but will probably have to be tackled in the next five years. 

•  Embedded DRAM / ZRAM  
•  Can be useful as another cache level – particularly for well-defined applications; but 
unlikely to entirely replace commodity memory (won’t be cheaper for a given density) 

2
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Challenges in the Vertical Stack 

•  To make commodity, the stack footprint must be standardized. 

•  Low-end and high-end cores and rams will likely have the same
 footprint and pin drivers; so wire count and thus peak bandwidth is
 unlikely to scale much with market segment.  Power may also not
 scale well for the same reason. 

•  Efficiency may scale with density (deeper stack = more banks); so
 can we regain some market segment differentiation in the memory
 system. 

•  But still, the low-end of the market will likely pay for bandwidth it
 can’t use.  On the other hand, the low-end will be further from The
 Wall; so core costs could be reduced (e.g. smaller caches). 
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Challenges in the Vertical Stack  (2) 

•  Through Silicon Via (TSV) must carry data and power vertically through the
 stack. 

•  Number is quite high (perhaps 4-6K), and they are not that small (perhaps
 35x35µm).  Hopefully the size will shrink with process generations. 

•  Huge challenge for physical design teams (routing logic onto Swiss cheese). 

•  Huge challenge for the logic design teams to deliver something to PD that
 they can possibly route.   All the data interconnect (memory controller,
 TLBs, caches, etc.) will likely want to be distributed so as to reduce total
 wire cost and point to point latency. 

–  Bad enough when the I/O was a dense ring around the perimeter of the chip 
–  A stacked DRAM footprint will probably look something like a sparse grid over the entire chip 
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Some examples from ATI Radeon™ GPUs 

   How do we scale The Wall? 
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ATI Radeon™ GPU Core Examples 

• Massively multithreaded 

•  Fully associative caches 

•  Color and Depth pre-fetch 

•  Texture & Depth compression 
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ATI Radeon™ GPU Programming Example 

• GPU compilers chunk work into thread groups that match the
 core register file size.  (i.e. do as much work as possible on
 the same data before moving on). 

• Driver utilizes an asynchronous DMA copy engine to move
 data between video memory and host memory (like more
 threads). 

• Games have carefully crafted “profiles” for running on
 different size video memory cards – i.e. they’re optimized to
 create a working set equal to the size of memory. 
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ATI Radeon™ GPU Memory Controller Example  

•  Maintains a detailed but temporally loose model of DRAM and client
 state.   

•  Manages a large pool of pending requests.  

•  Attempts to determine the next action with the minimum average
 penalty to all clients for the next N cycles.  (N is a notion of how far
 forward in time the MC can see, dependent on the pending request
 pool).    

•  Penalty calculation can depend on client requirements. 

•  The resulting action minimizes the idle cycles on the bus. 
 (Theoretically – real life has corner cases, of course). 
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ATI Radeon™ GPU Raw Speed Example 

• GPUs are the economic driver for high bandwidth memory 
  Because of the Wall! 

•  Both in consoles and discrete graphics cards 

•  ATI Recently first to market with GDDR5 (ATI Radeon™ HD 4870) 

  Clock and Data Recovery (CDR) 
  Per bit deskewing 
  Per bit framing 
  Error detection 
  3.6Gb/sec/pin (shipping); >4.5Gb/sec/pin in the lab 
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ATI Radeon™ GPU Bandwidth vs. Year 

                  2x / 15 months          Faster than 
Moore’s Law! 
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The Other Wall 

Beware the I/O Wall!   

The hidden assumption of the Memory Wall is that the bulk of 
the working set fits within main memory.   

If it does not, the same arguments will apply to the I/O system 
(view main memory as yet another cache in the hierarchy). 

Perhaps a need for yet another level of hierarchy to reduce the 
bottleneck for those applications 

•  High RPM Disks 
•  RAID-0 

•  Solid state Drives 
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Summary 

The costs of doubling bandwidth appear to be escalating.  
Major investment will be needed to keep the current trend 
going past another five years. 

So, increasingly, “The Wall” needs to be of serious 
consideration in every phase of design; from core and dram 
architecture to software. 
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